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This book is a battle manual on building a successful international business. It will help

seasoned international marketeers to audit and re-engineer their international distribution

channels for a radical improvement in performance. It is vital reading for those in the early

stages of building an international export organization. Selling Through Distributors sets out a

formal programme for identifying appropriate distribution structures for your business, finding

and choosing the very best distributors, and then managing them in a structured way to get the

best in dealer performance and sales growth. You will learn how distributors think and what

their sweet spots are. Equally you will understand the pitfalls and deceptions that are endemic

in middleman relationships. In summary, this book teaches how to engage with distributors,

internationally and domestically, so as to gain the edge on your competitors and win sales

battles. You won’t find any tables, charts or diagrams. Just a hard-hitting pragmatic roadmap for

choosing and managing middlemen anywhere on the planet.The author, John Griffin, has

spent over forty years in building international businesses in consumer appliances, electronics

and medical devices. John has managed extremely successful national sales and marketing

operations in Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East and Africa. He has worked at the coalface and

learned how to succeed in developing international markets from scratch, bringing them

through strategic channel development to multi-million dollar direct local sales and marketing

subsidiaries. John has conducted many successful public seminars and has contributed to

various journals, publications and organisations on the challenges of building international

sales.John retired recently as Vice-President International for the Welch Allyn Corporation – a

global brand leader in medical diagnostic and monitoring systems.
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ActionIntroductionThis writer spent over forty years in international sales and marketing and,

along the way, made every mistake in the book. Eventually, after a painful Darwinian learning

process, a solid methodology for building successful international distribution emerged. This

book captures these methods and sets them down in a compelling straight-talking way. The

book is really a war-manual on how to beat your competitors on global export

battlefields.Middlemen - distributors - are an essential component in the sales process

everywhere on the planet. Distributors are the starting point for anyone charged with

developing an export programme. And the biggest brands in the world rely on worldwide

distribution networks to get their goods to end-users. Yet very little of substance has been

written about agents and distributors, or how to manage them for better results. And the best

business and marketing colleges in the world, if they address middlemen at all, deal with the

topic en passant, and in a theoretical way - assuming the practicalities can be learned ‘on the

run’ so to speak.Selling Through Distributors sets out a formal programme for identifying

appropriate distribution structures for your business, finding and choosing the very best

distributors, and then managing them in a structured way to get the best in dealer performance

and sales growth. You will learn how distributors think and what their sweet spots are. Equally

you will understand the pitfalls and deceptions that are endemic in middleman relationships.

The author will bring you from a deep understanding of the psychology and motivation of

middlemen - right through the process of selection, contracting, initiation, training and

development of a global distributive network. En route we’ll study marketing and product

promotion within distribution companies, some facts of life on pricing, and learn how to

prioritise for optimum focus within overworked distributor organisations.We take a very special

look at distribution in the context of current seismic changes in information and logistic

technologies. We focus on the threats and, especially, opportunities of the Single European

Market. We look at organisational challenges as we grow our overseas sales to significant

levels. We close with some thoughts on emerging markets and pragmatic ways of investing in

developing regions of the planet.In summary, this book teaches how to engage with

distributors, internationally and domestically, so as to gain the edge on your competitors and

win sales battles. You won’t find any tables, charts or diagrams. Just an infantryman’s lessons

on winning sales in a tough world. Distributors – The Nature of the BeastDistributors, agents -

we'll refer to them as middlemen – are very hard to avoid in the commercial cycle. While there

are some exceptions, middlemen are generally indispensable in getting a product from the

producer to the consumer. There is a lot of curiosity about middlemen, and a lot of frustration

also. In fact most discussion about dealers or agents tends to get emotional before its



conclusion. Even the word 'middleman' has contemptuous overtones. This comes through in

airport lounges and airplane cabins where many a loud discussion on 'dealers' ends with foul

language. All too frequently middlemen are seen as obstacles rather than resources and there

is probably more time spent trying to dispense with middlemen than there is in making better

use of them. Of course, much of this is human nature: We tend to protect our egos. When

things aren't running smoothly we have to blame someone - and the maligned and

misunderstood middleman is as good a target as any.Whenever we fail with our distributors or

agents, we really need to deal with this in the same professional way as we deal with the loss

of a sale. There is no point in blaming the customer, and that's exactly what middlemen are -

customers. We have to look at ourselves, our products. Above all we have to look at our

approach and method in dealing with these customers and figure out ways to win in getting

them to work for us.It's easy to feel frustrated. All too often we feel we have a 'winner' - a

product which tests well in the marketplace and seems to meet all the criteria for success, but

fails to excite our dealers. At other times we may have those curious 'black spots' on our export

map where products which do very well in some markets never get to see the light of day in

other areas, areas where there are no obvious 'ethnic' barriers to the products' success. Very

often the 'bloody dealers' or a 'useless agent' will be blamed and a frustrated (and maybe

threatened) export sales manager will embark on an orgy of hire and fire of his middlemen

where results will be largely fortuitous and poorly founded.There can be no arguing the

importance of getting the product 'right', of fully meeting the market requirements for a product

in terms of price/performance. All too often however this is less than half the battle. Between

the producer and his final customer there is a whole array of 'primary' customers, the

distributors, agents, retailers, the middlemen - who require as much or more in terms of selling

skills as the final buyer. This is where the curiosity comes in. There's very little written or taught

on this subject, channel management. While there are good studies on the costs and

efficiencies of various channels, try finding more than a casual chapter here or there on

managing and manipulating agents and distributors. What is written is mostly confined to

definition, patronising advice, and cliché. Universities, technical colleges, and business schools

just don't feature middleman management on their courses. Yet probably the most acid test to

be faced by any aspiring international sales manager will be to get his middlemen behind him

and to learn how to drive international business through these vital people.The starting point

for successful middleman management is to understand the basics - and the first is 'critical

mass'. We're using distributors or agents in a particular market because we haven't got, or

cannot yet confidently predict, enough business and enough margin to pay for our own sales

and marketing effort. So we hire distributors who manage to generate critical mass for

themselves, and fund sales and marketing activities, by being polygamous and working for

many masters. While the use of distributors solves a problem and gets us shoe-leather and

marketing effort, it also sets up a whole series of conflicts of interests. Firstly, dealers or agents

want us to be successful - but not too successful. If our business through them grows too

much, our products, on their own, might reach critical mass and we may fire the dealer and go

direct with our own sales team. The ideal for the distributor is to be indispensable and this

creates conflicts. It also explains a dealer's frequent reluctance to part with too much market

information. Dependency is the goal and fear is the key to dependency - fear of the

unknown.Dealers survive by sharing their sales and marketing resources with a number of

different principals - another obvious conflict and the one that gives rise to most bitterness in

dealing with distributors. It's bad enough fighting one's direct competitors but altogether

daunting to realise that one first has to do battle with all the other suppliers that the distributor



represents - a battle for selling time, a battle for exhibition space, a battle for inventory cash, a

battle for advertising funds. In fact many of the bloodiest competitive fights take place in the

dealer's office, not on the sales shelves!The key to success with distributors is to get to grips

with the dealer's own business plan. An understanding of your middleman's strategy and

direction will help you to identify conflicts of interests and to deal with them. Your success with

a dealer will depend on the degree to which you match, or at least reconcile, his P+L and

Balance Sheet needs with your own.In this book we will walk through a programme for

middleman management. And through the programme we will keep a weather eye on our

distributor's financial statements. We will do this to minimise conflicts and to generate that

essential balance, in any relationship, that motivates people and gets them to work for you and

not another.Distribution MechanismsIn the last chapter we reviewed the fundamentals of

managing middlemen. The key to success with distributors is to understand their motives and

what shapes their behaviour. Once you have figured out just where a distributor is trying to get

with his or her company, then you are left with the relatively easier task of deciding whether the

dealer's direction fits with your own. The search for good channels, for good distributors and

agents, revolves around this task - getting a clear picture of where a distributor is really going

and, if it fits, harnessing this to your own needs. However, before we can start manipulating

distributors, we need to find them. Assuming a 'green field' situation where a company is

starting to build an export programme from scratch, the first error would be to spend too much

time on desk research, statistical studies, lengthy market analyses and so on. Of course a

certain amount of basic research is needed to weed out obviously unsuitable markets and to

grade the more promising ones in some rough order of opportunity. Certain market research is

also indispensable to ensure that product meets the market requirements. And intelligent

discussion later with dealers and agents would be difficult without a reasonable grasp of a

country's demographic, economic, political and business basics. But the really valuable market

information will start to flow only when you get to grips with the task of selling. The first need in

any market will be representation - someone in the marketplace to show your products, exhibit

them, tender them, advertise them, promote them, make the calls. The next need is to organise

the efficient supply of product. Sales can't begin until you have representation and supply. And

the sales process is the one that will ultimately yield the best market data. For this reason a

new market entrant should be somewhat pragmatic about dealer selection in the early days.

Provided enough care is taken to avoid obstructive or over-lengthy contracts, the percentage

play is to get going quickly with distributors or agents and accept that some of them will fail and

need replacement later. Of course we don't want failures and the thrust of this and subsequent

chapters will be to minimise poor dealer selection using good selection processes. But the

benefits in market intelligence that flow from the act of selling, even through a poor dealer, far

outweigh risks involved in choosing the odd lemon.A final word on channel research. Do most

of it in the field and with people already experienced in yours, or a similar business. This is

really going to the Horse's Mouth. It might cost a little more by way of airfares, restaurants and

the odd few beers but the quality of the data makes it well worthwhile. Export boards,

embassies, trade missions, industry associations and the like are all excellent and relatively

inexpensive sources of general market information and will help to fill in a lot of the generic

data needed to build a distribution model. But there is no substitute for reliable information from

an industry peer - someone close to the business and on the commercial cutting edge. Of

course, talks in the trenches are not always easy. People are naturally reticent about parting

with good market data, regarding such information as a valuable and personal asset. Those

who do part readily with market intelligence may often have suspect judgement or, worse, may



be engaging in disinformation. But good information, elicited by whatever means from an

industry bedfellow, is literally worth its weight in airline tickets and can really accelerate the

whole process of finding acceptable dealers in a virgin market.The whole process of research

should be guided by the concept of 'mechanism'. Our first task is to find the physical channel

mechanism that will be the most effective and efficient in getting our product into the hands of

our final customers. Uniformity in channel mechanism is usually a sign of immaturity in

international business. We know very well that international markets are hugely diverse in their

economies, cultures, general development, importation routines, regulations, technical

development and so on. What reason would we have to expect that their ways of doing

business would be uniform? In fact they are not, and a mature international distribution network

will reflect the difference in trading practices from country to country. Let's look at some of the

more common channel choices:Sole National Exclusive Distributor - typically in a small country

where the distributor needs to own most of the pie to sustain his interestMultiple National

Distributors - feasible in a large market where regions or product sectors can be carved up for

optimum coverage but in slices large enough to retain individual dealer attention.Multiple

Regional-Exclusive Distributors - where an exclusive is given for a specific territory within a

country, based usually on a distributor's special strengths in that region.Multiple National

Product-Exclusive Distributors - a case where each dealer gets a national exclusive, but only

for a certain range of products which play to his particular strengths.National Distributor with

Regional Sub-Distributors - in this situation a single national distributor takes care of all

importations, national marketing and promotion, sales support and the like but relies on various

sub-distributors for regional access, specialty access, retail sales and so forth.National

Distributor with Regional Tied Importers - many similarities with the sub-dealer arrangement

but the regional partners are allowed to import directly for pricing or political reasons and the

national Distributor is compensated by way of commission rather than trading margin.In the

next chapter we will look at a very specific method for determining the best channel

mechanism for your company and how to minimise risks and failures in finding business

partners to fit into that channel structure. In all this methodology however, it is very important

to remember that in all business relationships we are dealing with people - people who, in

many instances, will not conform to either formula or principle. Time and again you can

present a distributor or agent with innovative products, better prices, greater profit margins,

finer support materials, better deliveries - and still get no result. Invariably in these cases some

other, maybe abstract, motives are missing. It might be relationship issue. A relationship

missing between each company's proprietors or a poor relationship, perhaps, between the

supplier and the distributor's sales team. A distributor might be motivated by prestige rather

than profit. Or your franchise might be more important to a distributor as a door opener rather

than as a profitable item in its own right. These 'wild cards' make the task of selection even

more difficult and they are the prime reason why I urge action, rather than study, as the starting

point for international business.Channel SelectionWe have talked about channel mec1hanisms

and had a look at some of the options open to us in getting our products into the hands of our

end-customers. It will jog our memories and help us focus if we look again at the most common

distribution mechanisms:ð· Sole national exclusiveð· Multiple national product-

exclusiveð· Multiple national regional-exclusiveð· National importer/distributor with

regional sub-distributorsHow will we decide which type of channel mechanism best suits our

business? And when we have chosen a distribution system which seems to best fit our needs,

how do we go about finding the people and companies who will fit into our distribution model

and get the job done? The answer is toð· carefully define your customersð· get to these



people directly for your market informationð· use this direct customer information to select

your ideal channels
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ActionIntroductionThis writer spent over forty years in international sales and marketing and,

along the way, made every mistake in the book. Eventually, after a painful Darwinian learning

process, a solid methodology for building successful international distribution emerged. This

book captures these methods and sets them down in a compelling straight-talking way. The

book is really a war-manual on how to beat your competitors on global export

battlefields.Middlemen - distributors - are an essential component in the sales process

everywhere on the planet. Distributors are the starting point for anyone charged with

developing an export programme. And the biggest brands in the world rely on worldwide

distribution networks to get their goods to end-users. Yet very little of substance has been

written about agents and distributors, or how to manage them for better results. And the best

business and marketing colleges in the world, if they address middlemen at all, deal with the

topic en passant, and in a theoretical way - assuming the practicalities can be learned ‘on the

run’ so to speak.Selling Through Distributors sets out a formal programme for identifying

appropriate distribution structures for your business, finding and choosing the very best

distributors, and then managing them in a structured way to get the best in dealer performance

and sales growth. You will learn how distributors think and what their sweet spots are. Equally

you will understand the pitfalls and deceptions that are endemic in middleman relationships.

The author will bring you from a deep understanding of the psychology and motivation of

middlemen - right through the process of selection, contracting, initiation, training and

development of a global distributive network. En route we’ll study marketing and product

promotion within distribution companies, some facts of life on pricing, and learn how to

prioritise for optimum focus within overworked distributor organisations.We take a very special

look at distribution in the context of current seismic changes in information and logistic

technologies. We focus on the threats and, especially, opportunities of the Single European

Market. We look at organisational challenges as we grow our overseas sales to significant

levels. We close with some thoughts on emerging markets and pragmatic ways of investing in

developing regions of the planet.In summary, this book teaches how to engage with

distributors, internationally and domestically, so as to gain the edge on your competitors and

win sales battles. You won’t find any tables, charts or diagrams. Just an infantryman’s lessons

on winning sales in a tough world. Distributors – The Nature of the BeastDistributors, agents -

we'll refer to them as middlemen – are very hard to avoid in the commercial cycle. While there

are some exceptions, middlemen are generally indispensable in getting a product from the

producer to the consumer. There is a lot of curiosity about middlemen, and a lot of frustration



also. In fact most discussion about dealers or agents tends to get emotional before its

conclusion. Even the word 'middleman' has contemptuous overtones. This comes through in

airport lounges and airplane cabins where many a loud discussion on 'dealers' ends with foul

language. All too frequently middlemen are seen as obstacles rather than resources and there

is probably more time spent trying to dispense with middlemen than there is in making better

use of them. Of course, much of this is human nature: We tend to protect our egos. When

things aren't running smoothly we have to blame someone - and the maligned and

misunderstood middleman is as good a target as any.Whenever we fail with our distributors or

agents, we really need to deal with this in the same professional way as we deal with the loss

of a sale. There is no point in blaming the customer, and that's exactly what middlemen are -

customers. We have to look at ourselves, our products. Above all we have to look at our

approach and method in dealing with these customers and figure out ways to win in getting

them to work for us.It's easy to feel frustrated. All too often we feel we have a 'winner' - a

product which tests well in the marketplace and seems to meet all the criteria for success, but

fails to excite our dealers. At other times we may have those curious 'black spots' on our export

map where products which do very well in some markets never get to see the light of day in

other areas, areas where there are no obvious 'ethnic' barriers to the products' success. Very

often the 'bloody dealers' or a 'useless agent' will be blamed and a frustrated (and maybe

threatened) export sales manager will embark on an orgy of hire and fire of his middlemen

where results will be largely fortuitous and poorly founded.There can be no arguing the

importance of getting the product 'right', of fully meeting the market requirements for a product

in terms of price/performance. All too often however this is less than half the battle. Between

the producer and his final customer there is a whole array of 'primary' customers, the

distributors, agents, retailers, the middlemen - who require as much or more in terms of selling

skills as the final buyer. This is where the curiosity comes in. There's very little written or taught

on this subject, channel management. While there are good studies on the costs and

efficiencies of various channels, try finding more than a casual chapter here or there on

managing and manipulating agents and distributors. What is written is mostly confined to

definition, patronising advice, and cliché. Universities, technical colleges, and business schools

just don't feature middleman management on their courses. Yet probably the most acid test to

be faced by any aspiring international sales manager will be to get his middlemen behind him

and to learn how to drive international business through these vital people.The starting point

for successful middleman management is to understand the basics - and the first is 'critical

mass'. We're using distributors or agents in a particular market because we haven't got, or

cannot yet confidently predict, enough business and enough margin to pay for our own sales

and marketing effort. So we hire distributors who manage to generate critical mass for

themselves, and fund sales and marketing activities, by being polygamous and working for

many masters. While the use of distributors solves a problem and gets us shoe-leather and

marketing effort, it also sets up a whole series of conflicts of interests. Firstly, dealers or agents

want us to be successful - but not too successful. If our business through them grows too

much, our products, on their own, might reach critical mass and we may fire the dealer and go

direct with our own sales team. The ideal for the distributor is to be indispensable and this

creates conflicts. It also explains a dealer's frequent reluctance to part with too much market

information. Dependency is the goal and fear is the key to dependency - fear of the

unknown.Dealers survive by sharing their sales and marketing resources with a number of

different principals - another obvious conflict and the one that gives rise to most bitterness in

dealing with distributors. It's bad enough fighting one's direct competitors but altogether



daunting to realise that one first has to do battle with all the other suppliers that the distributor

represents - a battle for selling time, a battle for exhibition space, a battle for inventory cash, a

battle for advertising funds. In fact many of the bloodiest competitive fights take place in the

dealer's office, not on the sales shelves!The key to success with distributors is to get to grips

with the dealer's own business plan. An understanding of your middleman's strategy and

direction will help you to identify conflicts of interests and to deal with them. Your success with

a dealer will depend on the degree to which you match, or at least reconcile, his P+L and

Balance Sheet needs with your own.In this book we will walk through a programme for

middleman management. And through the programme we will keep a weather eye on our

distributor's financial statements. We will do this to minimise conflicts and to generate that

essential balance, in any relationship, that motivates people and gets them to work for you and

not another.Distribution MechanismsIn the last chapter we reviewed the fundamentals of

managing middlemen. The key to success with distributors is to understand their motives and

what shapes their behaviour. Once you have figured out just where a distributor is trying to get

with his or her company, then you are left with the relatively easier task of deciding whether the

dealer's direction fits with your own. The search for good channels, for good distributors and

agents, revolves around this task - getting a clear picture of where a distributor is really going

and, if it fits, harnessing this to your own needs. However, before we can start manipulating

distributors, we need to find them. Assuming a 'green field' situation where a company is

starting to build an export programme from scratch, the first error would be to spend too much

time on desk research, statistical studies, lengthy market analyses and so on. Of course a

certain amount of basic research is needed to weed out obviously unsuitable markets and to

grade the more promising ones in some rough order of opportunity. Certain market research is

also indispensable to ensure that product meets the market requirements. And intelligent

discussion later with dealers and agents would be difficult without a reasonable grasp of a

country's demographic, economic, political and business basics. But the really valuable market

information will start to flow only when you get to grips with the task of selling. The first need in

any market will be representation - someone in the marketplace to show your products, exhibit

them, tender them, advertise them, promote them, make the calls. The next need is to organise

the efficient supply of product. Sales can't begin until you have representation and supply. And

the sales process is the one that will ultimately yield the best market data. For this reason a

new market entrant should be somewhat pragmatic about dealer selection in the early days.

Provided enough care is taken to avoid obstructive or over-lengthy contracts, the percentage

play is to get going quickly with distributors or agents and accept that some of them will fail and

need replacement later. Of course we don't want failures and the thrust of this and subsequent

chapters will be to minimise poor dealer selection using good selection processes. But the

benefits in market intelligence that flow from the act of selling, even through a poor dealer, far

outweigh risks involved in choosing the odd lemon.A final word on channel research. Do most

of it in the field and with people already experienced in yours, or a similar business. This is

really going to the Horse's Mouth. It might cost a little more by way of airfares, restaurants and

the odd few beers but the quality of the data makes it well worthwhile. Export boards,

embassies, trade missions, industry associations and the like are all excellent and relatively

inexpensive sources of general market information and will help to fill in a lot of the generic

data needed to build a distribution model. But there is no substitute for reliable information from

an industry peer - someone close to the business and on the commercial cutting edge. Of

course, talks in the trenches are not always easy. People are naturally reticent about parting

with good market data, regarding such information as a valuable and personal asset. Those



who do part readily with market intelligence may often have suspect judgement or, worse, may

be engaging in disinformation. But good information, elicited by whatever means from an

industry bedfellow, is literally worth its weight in airline tickets and can really accelerate the

whole process of finding acceptable dealers in a virgin market.The whole process of research

should be guided by the concept of 'mechanism'. Our first task is to find the physical channel

mechanism that will be the most effective and efficient in getting our product into the hands of

our final customers. Uniformity in channel mechanism is usually a sign of immaturity in

international business. We know very well that international markets are hugely diverse in their

economies, cultures, general development, importation routines, regulations, technical

development and so on. What reason would we have to expect that their ways of doing

business would be uniform? In fact they are not, and a mature international distribution network

will reflect the difference in trading practices from country to country. Let's look at some of the

more common channel choices:Sole National Exclusive Distributor - typically in a small country

where the distributor needs to own most of the pie to sustain his interestMultiple National

Distributors - feasible in a large market where regions or product sectors can be carved up for

optimum coverage but in slices large enough to retain individual dealer attention.Multiple

Regional-Exclusive Distributors - where an exclusive is given for a specific territory within a

country, based usually on a distributor's special strengths in that region.Multiple National

Product-Exclusive Distributors - a case where each dealer gets a national exclusive, but only

for a certain range of products which play to his particular strengths.National Distributor with

Regional Sub-Distributors - in this situation a single national distributor takes care of all

importations, national marketing and promotion, sales support and the like but relies on various

sub-distributors for regional access, specialty access, retail sales and so forth.National

Distributor with Regional Tied Importers - many similarities with the sub-dealer arrangement

but the regional partners are allowed to import directly for pricing or political reasons and the

national Distributor is compensated by way of commission rather than trading margin.In the

next chapter we will look at a very specific method for determining the best channel

mechanism for your company and how to minimise risks and failures in finding business

partners to fit into that channel structure. In all this methodology however, it is very important

to remember that in all business relationships we are dealing with people - people who, in

many instances, will not conform to either formula or principle. Time and again you can

present a distributor or agent with innovative products, better prices, greater profit margins,

finer support materials, better deliveries - and still get no result. Invariably in these cases some

other, maybe abstract, motives are missing. It might be relationship issue. A relationship

missing between each company's proprietors or a poor relationship, perhaps, between the

supplier and the distributor's sales team. A distributor might be motivated by prestige rather

than profit. Or your franchise might be more important to a distributor as a door opener rather

than as a profitable item in its own right. These 'wild cards' make the task of selection even

more difficult and they are the prime reason why I urge action, rather than study, as the starting

point for international business.Channel SelectionWe have talked about channel mec1hanisms

and had a look at some of the options open to us in getting our products into the hands of our

end-customers. It will jog our memories and help us focus if we look again at the most common

distribution mechanisms:ð· Sole national exclusiveð· Multiple national product-

exclusiveð· Multiple national regional-exclusiveð· National importer/distributor with

regional sub-distributorsHow will we decide which type of channel mechanism best suits our

business? And when we have chosen a distribution system which seems to best fit our needs,

how do we go about finding the people and companies who will fit into our distribution model



and get the job done? The answer is toð· carefully define your customersð· get to these

people directly for your market informationð· use this direct customer information to select

your ideal channelsð· use these customer visits to locate and screen your business

partnersCustomers, of course, are those who end up using the product. However these people

may not be the first people to either specify or to buy the product. There may be many others

between the supplier and his end-users, such as consultants or system designers. There may

be key national opinion leaders whose endorsement will be essential to the sale of a product.

Alternately the product may have to pass through a discerning retail chain before it gets to an

end-user. Remember that customers are not only end-users, but also anyone else in the supply

chain that needs persuasion. So define customers carefully and set about learning from them

before even thinking of choosing a distribution channel or talking with any prospective

dealers.Some checklists can be tedious and many rules of thumb are cliché, but the following

string of words, beginning with 'W', are indispensable in figuring distribution channels and

finding the best dealers and partners. So, bear with it! Good discipline and methodology in the

early and crucial stages of dealer and channel selection will save years of frustration and lost

income later.WHAT?Up-front work with end-users will allow you to impartially judge how your

product stacks up against its competitors in price/performance issues. This work will allow you

to tease out gaps in your product line and address anomalies in specifications before you get

to market and, crucially, before prospective dealers get to know of them. Early hands-on work

with end users is the key, later, to better negotiations and selling with distributors.WHY?What

triggers a sale? Is it a call from a sales representative? Is it stimulated by an advertisement or

a mail shot? Do sales revolve around trade shows or exhibitions? Are sales linked to annual

budgeted contracts?HOW?Here we get to understand the precise process which links the

need for the product to the actual generation of a purchase order. This will vary in complexity

from a simple impulse buy at retail level to a complex process of evaluation and approval

through purchasing committees and the like. When we understand these processes we know

where best to direct our selling efforts.WHEN?Many purchasing patterns are cyclical and

linked to seasonal factors, budget processes, taxation periods, local religious practices and the

like. There are implications here for sales planning and also for inventory needs.WHERE?This

is a key part of your audit with end-users. Here you tease out their purchasing preferences,

establishing whether they support local or national suppliers, the balance which they apply to

pricing and customer service factors and the weight they place on purchasing relationships

and traditions.WHO?This is where we get very specific and simply poll our potential customers

for references on their suppliers, whether they are local or national, retailer or distributor. The

benefits of work here are clear. We use first hand information from customers to lead us to

proven quality distributors and retailers. Before we even contact potential business partners we

can build an accurate picture of their reputation and strengths in the marketplace.It is hard to

over-emphasise the need for solid independent work in the marketplace prior to interviews and

meetings with prospective distributors. Sadly however, this fundamental discipline is very

frequently breached. All too often the convenience of selecting distributors through discussion

at trade shows and exhibitions is too much to resist. Export sales managers, hard pressed to

deliver distribution contracts, find it difficult to resist a suck-it-and-see approach that costs little

in time and travelling expense. Distribution agreements are often exchanged based on un-

audited distributor presentations - and rewarded on the spot with fat stocking orders. This

approach can be excused in certain situations - for example for territories and countries that

are low priority or where in-depth field work is impractical or even dangerous. It can be effective

for countries where distribution mechanisms are necessarily simple and where fieldwork would



have obviously limited value. But in the vast majority of circumstances it is simply bad practice

and shows little understanding of the fundamentals of dealing with middlemen. It is simply

putting the cart before the horse and throwing one's company at the mercy of a bevy of

conflicting interests where misinformation, persuasion and one-sided salesmanship rule.Good

distributors will seek franchises only when they know they can deliver marketshare to the

supplier and profit to themselves with products that match their business direction and skills.

Others however will fall over themselves trying to secure distribution franchises for the wrong

reasons. Ailing and poorly managed companies will often gather 'lines', willy nilly, in aimless

efforts to expand sales in random directions. Others may look for a franchise simply to block a

potential new competitor. Others again may only need you product as a door-opener, loss

leader or 'filler' for government tenders. Independent fieldwork is our only real protection in

negotiations with potential distributors or agents.With direct fieldwork we can accurately assess

the saleability of our products and defend their relevance in the market. We can objectively

select the best type of channel for our products. With a clear vision of the channels we will

need, we can confidently challenge a dealer's strengths and capabilities and determine how

his organisation matches the channels we need and our customers' requirements. Eliminating

independent fieldwork is a dangerous shortcut that can cost dearly later in lost sales, confused

customers and costly contract terminations.In the next chapter we will look at some tricks of

the trade in screening potential dealers and we will start to address the thorny area of

distribution contracts.Distributor SelectionIn the last chapter we used the Big 'W' approach in

selecting our channels to access a market - we went into the marketplace and studied the

What, Why, How, When and Where of our own particular product sector. This method not only

allows us to choose the best distribution mechanism but also, crucially, gets us closer to

answering the question - Who? The whole process of rolling up the sleeves and talking to the

market, although primarily aimed at helping us choose the best channel mechanisms,

invariably yields excellent leads for good distribution partners as a side product. But its primary

purpose is to ensure that we choose the right distribution machine for our business.Working

back from end-users in choosing our channels also has another great benefit. It arms us

thoroughly for the task of dealer selection. Ultimately we face the task of evaluating and

grading dealers so that we can make good choices for our preferred channel set up. This whole

process of dealer selection can be a daunting task where the only real antidote to deception

and manipulation will be a real understanding of how the market works - The Big W's! This

independent fieldwork is going to be our best asset in the skirmishes we face in qualifying and

selecting dealers.'Deception', 'Manipulation', - these are strong words. But we need only to

remember the fundamentals in dealing with Middlemen, and the tough competitive

environment of today's business to realise that what you see is not always what you get with

agents and distributors. If we're not sensitive to these points we are going to make a lot of false

starts in dealer selection. Let's look at just a few reasons why a distributor might practice to

deceive:ð· Distributors often need time to make decisions. If they are good managers then

they will want to be at least as diligent as you, the supplier, in checking out the market

potential. But they may sense competition for your franchise and fear that any delay or

indecisiveness could lose them a potentially valuable product line. In such a case a distributor

will often feel he has no option other than to make a very hard pitch, on the spot, for the

distribution franchise. By doing this he is simply buying himself time and keeping the option of

representing you products alive. Later, after adequate consultation and study, the distributor will

make a more informed decision and his true colours will emerge.ð· At the low end of the

spectrum you might be simply be dealing with a very poorly managed company that struggles



to keep its business going by gathering lines randomly in a frantic struggle to generate some

cash if not real income. Such companies may make foolish initial commitments to secure your

line, but will ultimately drag your business down with them as they submerge in today's tough

business world.ð· Some distributors may try to secure you franchise purely as an effective

way of bottling up a potential competitor to other products which the same distributor already

handles profitably. Clashes with the dealer's existing products will be played down and tempting

business will be thrown at you to secure the franchise. In reality however, the process will be

the quiet suffocation of your products in the marketplace while the distributor protects his cash

cows.There are hosts of other 'wrong reasons' why dealers would chase your products: They

may need them as fillers in public tenders or contracts; they might be used as loss leaders for

other sales; often a certain franchise is sought because it lends prestige and acts as a door

opener to customers or as a valuable reference in chasing other more valuable suppliers.Long

checklists of ideal distributor attributes are not always useful. Certainly none will be given for

the moment. For every rule there is an exception. If you make financial strength and credit

rating your selection priority, then you will automatically eliminate some lean and hungry

fledgling companies who will make your business a success because they need to eat. On the

other hand if you choose badly undercapitalised dealers your business will be restricted by

their ability to buy and pay for the goods.Again, a certain dealer may have a lot of muscle in the

marketplace but may be a poor choice if your products are new to the market, unproven and

needing focus and staying power in the early days.So, how do you make a choice? If you have

done you work in the marketplace correctly then you will have a clear idea of the distribution

structures which you need and you will confine your search for distributors to a shortlist of

those who fit comfortably in your channel model. The key to the actual selection process is to

develop a realistic understanding of the distributor's business and his strategic direction. If you

cannot convince yourself of the benefits of your products to his business and margins, then you

will have little chance of convincing the distributor himself - if he is intelligent. A foolish

distributor may make rash commitments to your products without a thorough investigation of

their effects on his business plan - if he has one at all. While this may yield nice big stocking

orders in the early days, the honeymoon will soon evaporate when the products stick to his

shelves, or when his accountants accurately calculate the money he loses in selling products

inefficiently.The temptation to take shortcuts with dealer selection in the early days of breaking

into a new market is understandable. Sales are the name of the game and fat stocking orders

with new dealers get plenty of kudos back at the ranch. But the costs of shortcuts in dealer

selection can be heavy. Distributor terminations are becoming increasingly difficult and messy,

particularly in Europe with new legislation. Costs of litigation can be enormous. Changes of

dealership cause an inevitable confusion in the marketplace, not to mention an hiatus in sales

while dealers are changed. The inventory of the terminated distributor can be a real headache

- either by way of painful credit returns or, worse, dumping actions in the marketplace which

can kill a good product line. Training costs will soar and in many countries there will be

expensive product re-registration formalities. So shortcuts or blind darts should be avoided.

The basic independent fieldwork and focus on the Big W's will allow clear-cut logical channel

selection and all the necessary checks and balances when it comes to choosing dealers to fit

the channel plan.The next issue is the distributor contract. Contracts are often vastly over-

rated. If your goal is to sell product, be sure that a dealer contract will not achieve this. A

distributor will only sell for you if your products are profitable, if they fit with his other lines, if

they gel with his company's direction and overall strategy, if there is balance in the relationship -

if he is motivated. No clause in a contract or lawyer's footnote will force him to sell. Contracts



really only have a role to play during termination of a relationship and they are now practically

indispensable in today's litigious business environment. In the next chapter we'll roll up our

technical sleeves and list the key areas which need to be covered in a distributor contract -

and why.ContractsIn times past one could be safely cavalier in most countries in relation to

Distributor contracts and even, to a lesser extent, with Agents' agreements. No longer! Laws

across Europe and in many other international areas have strengthened considerably in favour

of middlemen and, in the absence of formal agreements, the latest regulations default heavily

in favour of the representative. So the only real protection lies in a formal agreement. As a

result, Agents’ and Distributors' contracts have taken on great importance. This can be a little

galling and frustrating because, of themselves, these horrible documents have little practical

value in terms of the business of selling, of building export business. A distributor will work for

you if your product line matches his business strategy in terms of profits and general fit - not

because of a tedious and expensive contract. But today there is really little choice if one wishes

to protect one's company from, at best, expensive termination costs and, at worst, skulduggery

and litigious exploitation. In fact this is quite a serious issue now for mature exporters where a

host of previous casual and informal trading and representation agreements may have

mutated, quietly, into serious financial exposures that lie, like time bombs, until that time when

change is suggested. For, essentially, that is what a contract does. It lies dormant until

termination or change is needed when a good contract can be evoked to ensure smooth and

cost free change in channels and partnerships.From the supplier's standpoint then it is useful

to see a distribution contract from two key perspectives. First and foremost, as a termination

tool. Secondly, as a prophylactic in today's legal minefields. While principal and lawyer will

need to work closely together on any contract, it helps to define key roles. The responsible

sales manager needs to get his arms firmly around all the performance and 'operational' areas

in the contract while the lawyer, naturally, will take responsibility for the legal sanctity of all the

contract aspirations and also special leadership in the many provisions necessary today to

protect a corporation. Clearly the latter is a highly specialised (and lucrative) field and any

attempt at brevity is dangerous. So we will concentrate here on the more commercial elements

which are vital to protect a supplier on that day when he needs to change his distributors or to

modify a contract to match new business conditions.KEY CONTRACT AREAS

The Locked Door: A gripping psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping twist, Things We Never

Got Over, Defiance of the Fall 5: A LitRPG Adventure, Reminders of Him: A Novel, The Man

Burned by Winter (Rooker Lindström Thriller Book 1), Book Lovers, Ruthless Rival, Shattered

Altar (Makarova Bratva Book 1), The Housemaid: An absolutely addictive psychological thriller

with a jaw-dropping twist, The Old Devils (New York Review Books Classics), Shattered Cradle

(Makarova Bratva Book 2), The Wild Side: A Small Town Friends-To-Lovers Romance (The

Wild Westbrooks Series), My Evil Mother: A Short Story, One Bossy Proposal: An Enemies to

Lovers Romance, The Golden Boys: Dark High School Bully Romance (Kings of Cypress

Pointe Book 1), The Candid Life of Meena Dave, The Rescue

Perry S. Akins, “A great read. Griffin is an excellent communicator and his book is full of

extremely helpful suggestions. Anyone selling or planning to sell through distributors must

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/nVNE/Selling-Through-Distributors-John-Griffin


read this book. If you do not, you will be operating at a huge disadvantage.”

Dicky Martin, “Great read. This is really excellent material and anyone attempting to build an

export business needs to read this book. I came across Griffin at seminars in the UK some

years ago and it's great to see that he's pulled his insights together in this easy to read

publication. This is not an academic tome - there are no long lists and process diagrams. The

book gets inside the mindset of distributors, domestic or international, and explores ways of

giving your products and services the edge in terms of focus and effort. This book will be a

great guide, not only to anyone starting up in distributor management, but also to those of us

who are already experienced. We're never too old to learn, or be reminded. I give lectures on

distributor management to groups of export hopefuls, and I will be recommending this book to

them all.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 3 people have provided feedback.
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